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\BSTRACT Following the tradition of defining sustainable income as the difference
:it\\een net national product and the allowance for the depreciation of environmental
:r:ital. a proxy is sought for the latter. By recourse to a Cobb-Douglas production function

':J sotne sinrplifuing assumptions, the proxy is equated to energy consumption expenditure.
. -.e resulting income measure is tested for Sweden and the United States. The comparative
.::lrsis illustrates the scope for formulating policies that reconcile objectives that pertain to
::', i1's1n.r.n,ul sustainability income and empioyment. The policies considered are:

-fro\ements in environmental capital efficiency, real wages, and environmental capital
-', eitllents.

I. I]'iTRODUCTION

The recognition of the natural environment as a capital asset in aggregate
::.ductior.r (Hartrvick 1993, Maler 1991, arrd Solow 1992) warrants a certain
::.por1ion of net national product (NNP) to be set aside to offset thc asset's

::lreciation. If this depreciation allowance is denoted as Ci1,.n1, then

Y:NNP-C1a1 (l)
r:'Ji'rl.l]eS a rneasure of sustainable income. However, a pre-requisite for
.-stainability is that the allocation of Cy-11 should prevent any diminution in the
.:..ck of environmental capital. Because the efforts to value macro-level
.:r irr'rnmental damages have been rather recent, only a few point estimates of C1.y
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seem available, and these too in a few countries. The object of this paper is :-
fold. The first is to illustrate a proxy method of valuation for Cpy in the conter,: -

a Cobb-Douglas production technology and sparse environmental data. The se: - - :
is to illLrstrate how these aggregate environnrental values can be used in adap:i-: .
standard macroeconomic policy model. We follow earlier analyses of the L'r. ::-
States (US) econorny (Thampapillai and Uhlin 1995, 1996) and consider a si::: :
Keynesian model of income determination where the price level is giren .-:
output is determined by aggregate demand. The illustrations here are made r: '--.:

context of the US and Swedish economies.
The paper is structured as follows. The conceptual framework for valuar: -

developed in the next sectiolr, and the values of C6;1 are then illustratec ' -

Sweden and the US. This is then followed by an evaluation of macroecon,r- -

policies that are related to the concept of environmental capital efficiencr . '" ,
compare the effects of achieving efficiency gains in the utilisation .

environmental capital against those of increasing investments and lowerins :<:.
\vages. Though sufficient evidence is not at hand, we also present a case r-':.
special class of investments for raising incomes and employment - environr*=-
capital investments.

2. THE VALUATION FRAMEWORK

As Peskin and Lutz (1993) reveal in their review, most practitioners .-
environmental accounting appear to concede that C,,y is primarily made u: .-
pollution abatement expenditures. Hence, we suggest a valuation procedure b"-=:
on the premise that the depreciation of environmental capital is due rc i-:
accumulation of residuals which originate from the utilisation of environme : -

resources.

Since we have assumed that C11, deals primarily with residuals (Ru) ir i : -

originate from the utilisation of environmental resources (R) in o-9er€i:i:
production (I',, : Nl{P), it can be valued in terms of the marginal chanse
aggregate output. That is.

Cr,t,r : LY,/ _Rd* Ro :
A simple form for this expression can be derived by combining a Cobb-Doui .i

production function as proposed by Solow (1974,1986) with a linear relations: :
between R and Rqas follows.

f ,, : 1ft)(el,tt-s.-01

R: PRo

Following the properties of the Cobb-Douglas function, 0, (14"-q and 7 0r€ ii:
income shares respectively of capital (K], labour (Z) and environmental resour;:.
(R). In (4), the parameter pcanbe interpreted as one that describes the technolt_:.
of resource utilisation for the production of Y, , and is simply the ratio of resour:=
irrputs to their residuals. If rve assume that all Rp of a given period emerge frc*
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.:.: R employed in the same period, then Re 2 R and p r l, due to the first law of
::<rmodvnamics and the fact that a certain proportion of R is retained within
. .Iput.

Letting [y: (C6"/ NNP)], and using ICr,u: (_Y,/ _Rd*RsJ, an expression for
.an be derived as follows.
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Ct,tt: Az/RJ'K+L(t )' e),

::. i
y = fta/Rs)KlL(t t' 0tJ / [al'R,KlL(, 2 0] : 2

(5)

(6)

That is, if the relationship between R and \ is linear, and the unit cost in Ce-;ra

= :he marginal change in output, then "the share of Cyyin NNP" equals "the share

: i'esource expenditures in NNP" regardless the size of p. In such an economy,
-.tainable income is NNP less the aggregate resource input expenditures.

To estimate y, it is assumed that R is made up of all forms of energy that are
, nsumed by the economy. This assumption, though arduous, can be defended on
-: grounds that energy is a basic input in all production, and that its utilisation is
:: dominant source of residuals. To generate the values of Cur, the total

::urnption of energy in coal equivalents was multiplied by the 1982 price of
-al. These Cry values are then subtracted from the observed values of NNP to

:: ride estimates of sustainable income as shown in Table 1. However we caution
l: energy consumption expenditure is a weak proxy which could understate the

:--e nrasnitude of Cpp,.

Tests for convergence between linear trends of "observed NNP" and "NNP-
are illustrated in Figures la and lb. As indicated in these figures, there is an

.,.:licit potential for convergence in the US economy, whilst it is not the case for
:,,,eden. When tested with nonlinear trends, the potential for convergence was
: :linished in the case of the US. But, for Swecien, the nonlinear tests revealed
: '. ergence instead of convergence. This lack of convergence for Sweden is
:::haps more the outcome of using a weak proxy rather than actual inefficiencies
: lhe Srvedish system. This is because Sweden as a nation, is perceived to be more

=:r ironmentally friendly than the US. Anecdotal evidence suggests that
:-,\ ironmentally friendly activities such as recycling, public transport and modest
: rsumptiorl are more dominant in Sweden than in the US. Nevertheless, two
-- -rnorries can be still compared in terrns of the relationship between the
::rreciation allowance and sustainable incorne.This is considered next.

-1. DEPRECIATION ALLOWANCE AND SUSTAINABLE INCOME

In attempting to formulate a relationship for Cr.;tr: f @, the simplest is to
::sume a relationship by supposing that C1,y is a fixed proporlion of NNP; say,

. - y (lVArP) as in the case of Cobb-Douglas method presented above. By
.:lining NNP into two aggregate components, namely C - consumption , and @ -
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Table 1. Values of Cpy and Estimates of Sustainable Income

The United States Sweden

cru NNP NNP-CEy Year cEtrrt NNP NNP-C='.,

158.39

157 .27

t'72.07
163.85

164.96

154.24
144.81

149.50
154.05

r 55.03

154.10
157 .66

167.84
17 5.82
174.07
I 68.1 8

174.20

2542.37
2659.0'7

2797.03
2854.22
2832.57
2878.59

2782.81
289',7.40

3115.91
3278.01

33 l3.71
3390.81
3521.85
3625.21

3644.93
3578.45
3659.81

2383.98
2501 .80

2624.96
2690.37
2667.61

2724.35
2637.94
274'7.90

2961.86
3t22.98
3 1s9.01

3233.15
3 3 60.01

3449.39
3470.86
3410.27
3485.61

19'76

19't1
I 978

t979
1980

l98l
1982
l 983

l 984
I 985

r 986
t987
I 988

r 989
I 990
l99l
1992

t9.41
19.49

19.34

27.62
25.89

28.48
27.75
27.01

26.58
30.44
29.94
30.31

31.08
29.60
30.52
28.37
26.24

538.38 518 -Q-

524.21 501 -_

531 .40 512 ,.:

552.36 524 -.!

556,25 530l:
549.59 52r . .

549.64 52r S:

557.05 530 .-
580.19 553 a

592.| 56r a-
609.24 579:
630.49 60Cr . i
641.92 6l Cr r-
655.25 6l_< a:
646.04 6l-<:-
638.96 6lL ::
622.26 59r -

However, it
constant rate in

Cw: yA + yPY

is perhaps not reasonable to assume that Ce.y would increase a: :
response to income creation as implied by a linear function. T-

entropic nature of environmental changes (Daly, 1991 and Daly and Cobb. l9!
suggests Ihat C1,.1 : fU) should satisfy f (Y) > 0 as well as f'(Y) > 0. Tests :-
range of functional forms in an earlier analysis (Thampapillai and Uhlin. l':;
1997) indicate that an exponential function best fits the data, when C
measured in terms of energy resource expenditure. That is,

Ct-.t t : gn(NNP1 : gn(rtD +rFY)

An examination of the coefficients which influence the shifts in Ce71, name ."

(which is Cyp/NNP) and ry (which is lnCyp/NNP), reveal a distinct downu,ard r:=-
for the US and a mixed trend for Sweden, (Figure 2).

In other words, the environmental depreciation schedule displays righr.,.:
shifts in both economies, but, the shift is much less pronounced in the ca,;
Sweden relative to the US. This implies that the US has achieved far sr:::
efficiency gains in using the natural environment towards output forn-l=:

compared to Sweden.
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y = - 1,4312e+5 + 73,72Ox R^2 = 0,942

y = - 1,4172e+5 + 72,931x R^2 = 0,947

-.-.F NNP
+ NNP.CEM

Figure la. Test for Convergence between NNP and (NNP-C7,-y) - US

y = -'1,6025e+4 + 8,3731x R^2 = 0,872

y = - 1,4945e+4 + 7,8148x R^2 = 0,863

* NNP
* NNP-CEM

1 970 1 980
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Figure lb. Test for Convergence between NNP and (NNP-Csa) - Sweden
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Etticiency gains in using environmental capital can come from a mixture of two
.'.lrces:

, thc- adoption of production techniques which are less dependent on
enr ironrnental capital, and
,;hanges in society's attitudinal and behavioural characteristics with regard to
the errvironrnent.

-\rrnte items which explain energy efficiency are compared in Table 2. In most
::'JL,ction techniques, Srveden is seemingly nlore efficient than the US. For
:r.rrple. the amount of energv required to create a unit of GDP in either
.-:::ulture or industry is less in Sweden than in the US, and the amount of per
-::ita \\aste generated is far less in Sweden compared to the US. Sweden's relative
,,.:eri,.rrit)'in these areas (that is, r.vaste generation and energy requirements of
:DPt is parlly governed by attitudinal and behavioural features. For example,
:::ring spaces of suburban railway stations in Srveden are stacked with
- ::tntLlters' bicycles, whilst in the US one observes these spaces to be stacked with
: .: -tll(rbiles.

lhc signrficant difference betrveen the two economies appears to lie in

'.'..J1-n's dontinant dependence on relatively environnrentally urrfriendly sources
- :'rc'r9\ production. In 199 l, nearly 80% of all cornmercial energy irr Sweden
:: prtrduced from nuclear sources, u'lrereas in the US, the share of nuclear energy
j> under 10%.ll is likely that the overu,helming dependence on nuclear energy

- '- rnflated Sweden's total energy consumption expenditure and hence constrained

-'::,r\enrents in environmental capital efficiency could play an important role in
.-:'riring expansion of enrployrnent and output. So, we evaluate next, the effects
- :iproving environntental capital efliciency.

.I I\IPROVENIENTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL CAPITAL EFFICIENCY

\\\L'den's lack of potential for convergence between the sustainable and
--:rred income paths, despite improvements in environmental capital efficiency,
::rants the examination of measures to reverse the trends. Within the confines of

' - :rarne\\ork considered here, it is possible to examine the role of environmental
-: 

- r nolt)e\'. environmental investments and relate therr-r to employment. For
:, j:nple. it is possible to raise income by irnprovernents irr the "efficiency of
:-. i!'t-rnrl€ntal capital use". These include developments such as cost-effective
-"::irtrds of rvaste treatment and better pollution control. Such improvements

.:1d be rnanifested in reductions of Ci.nr and yor r7.

\\ e estimated the output effects of inprovements in environmental capital
:j::ic-nc\'(ECE) for each year betrveen 1987 to 1989. Improvement in ECE was
-':.-.iured as the percentage reduction in ry. The estimation rvas performed by'

-::;rnrinirlg equilibriurn incorne for each year in the context of the nonlinear
: '.::.ssiolr for C7,,1. That is,
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Table 2. Sweden and the US: Comparisons in Selected Energy Related Aspe::
Ti:

l

::*

4.0

-)

4

5

Energy Intensity in Agriculture
(Mega Joules/Agricultural GDP - 1989)

Energy Intensity in Industry
(Mega Joules/lndustrial GDP - 1989)

Per Capita Municipal Wastes ('000t - 1985/96)

Per Capita CC)2 Emissions ('000t - 1991)

%o Share of Sources in Commercial Energy Production that

are Relatively Environmentally Friendly (1 991 )
r Natural Gas

r Wind and Geothermal

9'o Share of Sources in Comntercial Energy Production that

are Relatively Environmentally Unfriendly (l 991 )
o Nuclear
. Hydro
o Solid (Coal)
. Liquid (Petroleum)

10.0

317.0

6.23

0.0

0.0

78.5

21.4

0.0
0.0

6.

Source: World Resources Institute (1993, 1994)

Y:F+bU-ehlF'bYl -

For a given value of ry, a positive equilibrium is feasible as far as ralu:. '

NNP exist such that Ir1enlNttt'l < IJ. The determination of equilibrium income r'
is which is illustrated in the appendix (Figure A-l), involved a computat: -:
approach.'Ihe value of Iwas iteratively changed until the LHS of (9) equall:: :

RHS.
The estimation of Y* in response to changes in ECE was done :

parametrically reducing ry, whilst keeping <Dand Bfixed at the levels obsene; ' -

the relevant years. For example, in the schedule describing the relationship fc': :- 
=

US in 1987 (Figure 3a), @ and p are fixed at the respective observed ralue.
$889 billion and 0.113.

The estimations enable the identification of the level of ECE that needs i: :=

attained fbr satisfying specific social objectives such as employment. For €\ornr :
in 1989, Sweden experienced approximately 3% unemployment. The magnitud. --
NNP to achieve full employment (at the then average annual wage of SEK . 

-

922) rvould have been SEK 675.14 billion (as opposed to then observed \\P .'
SEK 655.24 billion). As can be seen from Figure 3b, attaining this emplorr.-"
goal b1, ECE alone rvould require a substantial improvement - nearly 40oh. ln '.:.

case of the US, for the same year (1989), a smaller but yet substar:: .
improvernent in ECE (20%), would have been required for attaining the :-
employment income of $3,827 billion.
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FQure 3a. Improvements in Environmental Capital Efficiency and Output - US

I 989, <D=261 .3 l; 0=0.63

1988, tD=25,1 .88; F=0.64

1987, o=2jp 66; p=0.63

. l0 20 ECE(%) 30 40 50

Figure 3b. Improvements in Environmental Capital Efficiency and Output -
Sweden

ECE(%) 20
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The increases in ECE for full employment, being rather large, ma) floi r=
technologically feasible, at least in the short term. Hence we also considered :. .
responsiveness of f to changes in @(which includes government expenditure. :.'
exports and investment). The following comparison can be made for 1989 in ter:-,
of responsiveness of )'to changes in ECE as against changes in @

Sweden

Irrcrease in f for a 19/o increase in ECE -

Increase in f for a loh increase in @

033%
(SEK 2.1 bn)

0.62%

US
0.650 c

($21 .2-l br.

0.869.0

(SEK 4.04 bn) ($29.86 br:

It is evident that output is more responsive to changes in @ than to chanse: -

ECE. For both Sweden and the US, the upward shift of the income sched- 
=

(lrigure 3) between successive years is solely due to the increase in @(r, :.-
examination of the Swedish and US national income accounts reveals that betue:-
1987 and 1989, increase in investment was, by far, the most significant contribu:---
to the increase in @(t).

Althouglr the national accounts do not reveal sufficient disaggregatiorr. ir i
possible to envisage a special class of investments termed "environmental cap::=
investmeltts". These can be important shifters of tlre income schedule could :.
defined as the restoration of lost endowments - analogous to replacem:--
ittvestrnettts. For example, if at the start of a given period, a river is declared,jc:-
due to a variety of pathogens, then this river cannot be counted in the stock _:
errvirontnental capital because it will not contribute towards national ourpL:
Removing the pathogens and restoring the river is tantamount to adding to li:
stock of environmelttal capital3. Hence, activities such as reforestation of mine:
out areas. the creation of wetlands in water courses destroyed by nitroee:
putrefaction, and the detoxification of idle land to enable new development r::
exanlples of environmental investments. Since these investments are reproduci'l 

=
capital, they can be regarded as special cases of the "Hartwick Rule" in practicr.
(Hartwick, 1977,1978; Solow, 1986). That is, investing the rewards from wasrir.:
resource capital stocks in reproducible capital stocks to maintain u p.rrrn..i,
stream of income.

An alternative approach for achieving convergence between sustainable an:
capacity incomes is to lower real wages. For example, consider 1989. As indicate;
above, the observed average annual real wage in the Swedish economy then uas
sEK 170,922 (in 1982 kronor), and the observed value of rywas 0.0052. Given rhrs
value ol'11, the value of equilibriurn income is SEK 625.61 billion. If this

t On. may distinguish an envirorunental investment from its depreciation as follou,s. In
the case of the river, if it currently provides services, then it is part of the capital stock. Anr
pollution abatement that is conducted on this river is intended towards maintaining its role
in providing services, and this abatement is similar to capital consumption or replacemenr
investrnent; (Thampapillai and Uhlin, 1994).
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:;uilibrium income was to have provided full employment to the then labour force
-:,r.95 million, real wages needed to have fallen from SEK 170,922to SEK 158,

l'J-:. That is, those employed would have had to sacrifice SEK 12,628 to draw the

-remployed into the workforce. This is approximately 7.4% of the average annual
.i3ge. For the same year and for the same reasons, those in the US would have
--ded to sacrifice about $3000 (which was roughly 9.8o/o of the average wage in
aEl dollars). Should the value of ry have fallen (depicting an improvement in

rr ironmental capital efficiency), then the sacrifice to be made of real wages for
-;reasing employment would also have fallen.

Figure 4 illustrates the trade-off between "wage sacrifices for sustainability"
l\ S r and improvements in environmental capital efficiency (ECE). Note that
: -:E a given trade-off schedule @(t) and the price level are fixed. Increases in

.1: tdue to say environmental investments) and/or reductions in the price level
*::. shift the trade off-curve inwards implying the need for lower sacrifices of real
:?ges. That is, in Figure 4, the origin is optimal since it represents zero wage
sc:rt'ices and no further need for improvements in ECE. The comparison of
!*:Cen and the US suggests that a one percent increase in ECE is more expensive
- ::e L'S in terms of the percentage of wages that need to be foregone.

l0 20 30

Figure 4. WS - ECE Trade-Off (Sweden and US)

40
ECE (%)
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5. CONCLUSIONS

l-he envirottment is a grossly neglected area in macroeconornics. Given that
nature is capital, or rather ultinrate capital as Marshall (1890) defined it, the
internalisation of the environment into macroeconomic frameworks needs to be

recognised as an essential component of macroeconomics. We illustrated the
internalisation of the environment within the context of a simple frarnework of
incoure determination. By recourse to a constrained Cobb-Douglass production
function and some simplifying assumptions, we justified energy consumption
expenditure as a prox)'for the internalisation. It was possible to evaluate three
policies in the context of sustainability with employment. These were:
improvements in ECE, investments and wages.

Reliance orr ECE alone may be too demanding, at least in the short term, as

substantial gains need to be achieved. The analysis suggests that attaining social
objectives could involve a mixture of policies rather than a singe policy. The
observation pertainirrg to the responsiveness of income to investments warrants a

closer examination of environmental capital investments. In terms of 'uvage
sacritlces, sorne may argue that these are already in place in a high tax econom\
such as Srveden. FigLrre 4 above offers some support towards this conclusion; that
is, in Sweden lower percentage of wage sacrifice offsets a tlre need for larger
inrprovernent in ECE relative tothe US. Apart from illustratingthe applicability of
internalisation, the comparison of Sweden and US reveals that Sweden is less
efflcient than the US in terms of utilising environmental capital. This relative
inefliciency is perhaps due to Sweclert's dominant dependence of environmentally
intense rnethods of energy production. However, as cautioned above, this
observation may not hold, had a more robust proxy for C1;y been employed.

Further policy analyses. beyond those reported above, could involve the role of
tares and goventment expenditure and their linkages with wages and ECE. There
is also scope lbr exploring the policy implications of internalising the environment
in other nracroeconomic framer.vorks such as the IS-LM and trade cycle models.
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